DeSoto NWR (IA) (eBird Hotspot) (Important Bird Area)
**GPS Coordinates:** 41.5450386,-96.0306472  
**Ownership:** None listed  
**Description:**
**Habitat:**
**Directions:** Just west of the town of Missouri Valley on the Missouri River. From I-680, turn north on I-29 and within a mile will be the Desoto Ave exit. Take this exit and turn west to the refuge.
**Amenities:**

---

DeSoto NWR--South Gate Area (eBird Hotspot)
**GPS Coordinates:** 41.4923688,-96.0131564  
**Ownership:** None listed  
**Description:**
**Habitat:**
**Directions:**
**Amenities:**

---

DeSoto NWR--Visitors Center (eBird Hotspot)
**GPS Coordinates:** 41.5405909,-96.0305554  
**Ownership:** None listed  
**Description:**
**Habitat:**
**Directions:**
**Amenities:**

---

Murray Hill Scenic Overlook (eBird Hotspot)
**GPS Coordinates:** 41.836404,-95.9987832  
**Ownership:** None listed  
**Description:** Located NE of Little Sioux. Overlook from Loess Hills towards Missouri River.  
**Habitat:** Woodlands with some grasses.  
**Directions:** Starting Point: I-29 Exit 95. Proceed 1.7 miles NE on Vine St/Easton Trail to Main St. Turn left onto Main (aka F20/Easton Trail). Continue 2.5 miles on F20/Easton. MAKE SURE to stay right onto F20/Easton Trail when it separates from Larpenteur Ave.  
**Amenities:** Parking |